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USA BOOK NEWS ANNOUNCES WINNERS AND FINALISTS OF 

2013 USA BEST BOOK AWARDS 
  

Mainstream & Independent Titles Score Top Honors in the 10th Annual USA Best Book Awards 

St. Martin’s Press, Random House, Simon & Schuster, Penguin, John Wiley & Sons, Farrar, 

Straus and Giroux, Hay House, Llewellyn Worldwide, and hundreds of Independent Houses 

contribute to this year’s Outstanding Competition! 

 

LOS ANGELES – USABookNews.com, the premier online magazine featuring mainstream 

and independent publishing houses, announced the winners and finalists of THE 2013 USA 

BEST BOOKS AWARDS on November 14, 2013. Over 400 winners and finalists were 

announced in over 100 categories. Awards were presented for titles published in 2012 and 

2013. 

  

Jeffrey Keen, President and CEO of USA Book News, said this year’s contest yielded over 

1500 entries from mainstream and independent publishers, which were then narrowed down to 

over 400 winners and finalists. 

  

 

  

Winner of the "AUTOBIOGRAPHY" 

category in the 2013 USA Best Book Awards 
  

In 2006, twenty-seven-year-old Jessica 

Buchanan stepped off a plane in Nairobi, 

Kenya, with a teaching degree and long-held 

dreams of helping to educate African children. By 2009, she had 

met and married a native Swede named Erik Landemalm, who 

worked to coordinate humanitarian aid with authorities in Africa. 

Together the two moved from Nairobi to Somalia, and with hopes 

of starting a family, their future couldn’t have been brighter. . . . 

 But on October 25, 2011, Jessica and a colleague were kidnapped 

at gunpoint and held for ransom by a band of Somali pirates. For 

the next three months, Jessica was terrorized by more than two 
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dozen gangsters, held outdoors in filthy conditions, and kept on a 

starvation diet while her health steadily deteriorated. Negotiations 

for ransom dragged on, and as the ordeal stretched into its third 

month, the captors grew increasingly impatient. Every terrifying 

moment Jessica Buchanan spent suffering in captivity was matched 

by that of her adoring husband working behind the scenes to deal 

with her captors. After ninety-three days of fruitless negotiations, 

and with Jessica’s medical state becoming a life-or-death issue, 

President Barack Obama ordered Navy SEAL Team Six to attempt 

a rescue operation. On January 25, 2012, just before the president 

delivered his State of the Union speech, the team of twenty-four 

SEALs, under the cover of darkness, attacked the heavily armed 

hostiles. They killed all nine with no harm to the hostages, who 

were quickly airlifted out on a military rescue helicopter. 

  

In riveting detail, this book chronicles Jessica and Erik’s mutual 

journey during those torturous months. Together they relate the 

events prior to the kidnapping, the drama of Jessica’s fight to stay 

alive, and Erik’s efforts to bolster and support the hunt for her while 

he acted as liaison between their two families, the FBI, professional 

hostage negotiators, and the United States government. Both a 

testament to two people’s courage and a nail-biting look at a life-or-

death struggle, this is a harrowing and deeply personal story about 

their triumph over impossible odds. 

 

 

Keen says of the awards, now in their eleventh year, “The 2013 results represent a phenomenal 

mix of books from a wide array of publishers throughout the United States. With a full publicity 

and marketing campaign promoting the results of the USA Best Book Awards, this year’s 

winners and finalists will gain additional media coverage for the upcoming holiday retail 

season.” 

  

Winners and finalists traversed the publishing landscape: St. Martin’s Press, Random House, 

Simon & Schuster, Penguin, John Wiley & Sons, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Hay House, 

Llewellyn Worldwide, Thomas Dunne Books, Oxford University Press, American Cancer 

Society and hundreds of independent houses contributed to this year’s outstanding competition. 

Keen adds, “Our success begins with the enthusiastic participation of authors and publishers 

and continues with our distinguished panel of industry judges who bring to the table their 

extensive editorial, PR, marketing, and design expertise.” 

USABookNews.com is an online publication providing coverage for books from mainstream 

and independent publishers to the world online community. 

  

A complete list of the winners and finalists of The 2013 USA Best Book Awards are available 

online at http://www.USABookNews.com. 
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